no attribute imagereadable error while calculating norm reference image while collecting bright/dark image on reference path
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Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Anchi Cheng
Category: 
Target version: Appion/Leginon 3.5
Affected Version: Appion/Leginon 3.4

Show in known bugs: No

Description
This only happens when leginon.cfg sets [References] with path

The new reference is saved. This error happens when it is recalculating Norm image

Associated revisions
Revision 6b92b62e - 08/27/2020 01:07 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #9348 fix error and remove time restriction so the references are not forced to be done as often.

Revision 15021695 - 08/27/2020 01:19 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #9348 debug

History
#1 - 08/27/2020 01:10 PM - Anchi Cheng
catch exception and also removed the time restriction in this case since its purpose is often related restoring backup.

#2 - 08/27/2020 01:23 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Description updated
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Workaround updated

tested.